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ON REGULAR SELF-INJECTIVE RINGS

VASILY C. CATEFORIS

If R is a right non-singular ring (with 1) and Q is its
(R. E. Johnson) maxima! right quotient ring, then the R-
epimorphism Σί Vτ ® Qi -* Σ PiQi from (Q ®R Q)R to QR is not
in general a monomorphism; in this paper we show that it is if,
and only if, for each q e Q, (R: q) = {r e R \ qr e R} contains a
finitely generated large right ideal of R. As a corollary to
this we obtain: a (Von Neumann) regular ring R is right self-
injective if and only if every finitely generated nonsingular
right i?-module is projective.

All rings are associative rings with identity and all modules are
unitary.

Let R be a ring. If MR is a right β-module, then Z{MR) denotes
its singular submodule [5, p. 106]. A ring S containing R (with same
identity) is a right quotient ring of R if RR is large [5, p. 60] in SR.
If S is a right quotient ring of R it is easy to see that Z({M®R S)R) —
Z((M(g)RS)s) and hereafter we write Z(M®S). Also for any left
iϋ-module RN we write M§§N for M(g}RN, if no ambiguity arises.

A ring is regular (in the sense of Von Neumann) if every finitely
generated right (left) ideal is generated by an idempotent [12]. For
all homological notions the reader is referred to [1].

1* Rings for which Z(Q ®Λ Q) = (0). Let R be a ring with
Z(RR) = 0 and let Q be its maximal right quotient (MRQ) ring [5, p.
106]. It is easy to see that the mapping Σ ^ ® ^ ~^ Σ PiQi °f (Q (8)R Q)R
onto QR is an ^-isomorphism if and only if Z(Q <S)R Q) = (0). The latter
condition does not always hold (see remarks following Theorem 2.1).
In this section we obtain a characterization of those rings R with
Z(RR) = (0) for which Z{Q®RQ) = (0).

Some definitions and consequences thereof are needed. The notion
of a closed submodule is well known; we use it in the following sense:

DEFINITION 1.1. A submodule BR of a right i2-module AR is closed
in A if B has no proper essential extension [5, p. 91] in A, i.e., if C
is a submodule of A, containing B with B large in C, then B = C.

Since every module has an injective essential extension in any
injective module that contains it [e.g., 5, p. 92], if AR is injective and
BR is closed in AB, then B is itself injective, hence a direct summand
of A [5, Prop. 6, p. 90].

The following lemma can be found in [9, Lemma 2.3, p. 226] and
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is stated here for easy reference:

LEMMA 1.2. ( a ) If BRis a submodule of AR and Z(A/B) = (0),
then BR is closed in AR.

( b ) If BR is closed in AR and Z(AR) = (0), then Z(A/B) = (0).

We recall the following definitions from [2]:

DEFINITION 1.3. A right i?-module M is essentially finitely gener-
ated (MR is EFG) if M contains a finitely generated large submodule.

DEFINITION 1.4. A right iϋ-module M i s essentially finitely related
(MR is EFR) if there exists an exact sequence 0 —> KR —> FR —> MR —• 0
with FR finitely generated free and KR EFG.

We remark that if MR is EFR then and exact sequence 0 —* KR —>
FR —> MR —• 0 will have the property that KR is EFG whenever FR is
finitely generated free; this follows by a result of SchanueFs contained
in [10, p. 389].

A module MR is nonsingular if Z(MR) = (0). For brevity we write
FGNS for "finitely generated nonsingular". We need the following
characterization of a FGNS right iϋ-module, which is EFR.

PROPOSITION 1.5. Let R be a ring with Z(RR) = (0) and MRQ
ring Q. A FGNS right R-module MR is EFR if and only if

Proof, if part. M(g)Q is Q-projective [9, Th. 2.7, p. 227] and
hence MR is EFR by Proposition 1.7 [2].

only if part. M®Q is Q-projective by Proposition 1.7 [2] and
hence Z{M®Q) = (0) since Z(Q) = (0).

Now we state and prove the main result of this section:

THEOREM 1.6. Let R be a ring with Z(RR) = (0) and MRQ ring
Q. The following statements are then equivalent:

( a ) If MR is a FGNS right R-module, then Z(M(g)Q) = (0).
( b ) RQ is flat and Z(Q®RQ) = (0).
( c) (R: q) = {x e R \ qx e R} is EFG for every qeQ.
( d ) If BR is a closed submodule of FR1 free of finite rank, then

BR is EFG.

Proof.1 ( a ) implies ( b ) . If / is any finitely generated right

1 The author wishes to express his appreciation to the referee for indicating a
cyclic proof (given here) to this theorem.
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ideal of R, it follows from (a) that Z(I®Q) = (0) and hence RQ is
flat by Theorem 1.9 [2]. Now assume Σ?=iP< ® &£ Z(Q ® Λ Q ) . If
BR = p,R + + pnR S QΛ, then the sequence 0—> B (g) Q—>Q §§RQ
is exact and Σ p, <g) q{ e Z(B (g) Q). But Z(B®Q) = (0) from (a) so
Σ f t ® ϊ i = 0 and Z(Q ® β Q) = (0). We have (b).

( b) implies ( c ). Let q e Q; the inclusion map qR + R —* ζ) induces
the exact sequence 0 —> (qR + 12) ® Q —> Q ® Λ Q by flatness of βQ and
thus Z((gJ? + R) ® Q) = (0) since Z(Q (g)Λ Q) = (0). It follows by
Proposition 1.5 that qR + R is EFR and hence in the exact sequence
(by canonical maps) 0—>K—>R®R—>qR + 12 —> 0, the module K is
EFG where K = {(r, -<?r) | r e (^: g)}. But K ~R(R: q) so that (R: q)
is EFG for each qeQ and we have (c).

( c ) implies ( d) . Since BR is closed in FR it follows from Lemma
1.2 (b) that Z(F/B) = (0) and thus by Proposition 1.5 B will be EFG
if Z(F/B ® Q) = (0). Now if a module NR is large in a module M*,
then Z(ikfΛ) = (0) if and only if Z(NR) = (0), so it suffices to show that
F/B is large in (F/B 0 Q)R as we may consider F/B a submodule of
(F/B®Q)R [8, Prop. 2.2]. Since for any qeQ, (R: q) is large in RR

by Proposition 1.1 (vi) [2], it follows easily from (c) and regularity of
Q that (12: q)Q = Q for all qeQ. Now let 0 =£ Σ?=i ^ ® ^ e F/JB (g) Q.
Since (12: qλ)Q = Q, there exists r, e (12: gx) such that 0 ^ ( Σ » » 0 ^ ) r i
Let JΊ be the first index 1 < j \ ^ n such that qj]r1 Φ 0. By the same
argument there exists r2 e (R: q^r^ such that ( Σ ^ ® Qi)(rιr*) ^ 0.
Continuing the process we obtain ru , rm, m ^ w elements of 12 such
that ^ ( n r 2 rm) e 12, i = 1, 2, , n and ( Σ ^ ® ^ ) ( n n rw) ^ (0).
We set t = r1r2 rm e R and we have 0 Φ ( Σ #t Θ ^ ) ^ = Σ %i(Qit) ® 1
an element of F/B in F/β (g) Q. Hence F/5 is large in (F/B (g) Q)Λ

and thus Z(F/B<g)Q) = (0); we have (d).
( d ) implies ( a ) . Let 0 —> ϋ ^ —> FRMR —> 0 be an exact sequence

with 1̂ > free of finite rank. It follows from Lemma 1.2 (a) that KR

is closed in FR as Z(F/K) = (0), hence EFG by (d). Thus MR is EFR
and Z(M§§Q) — (0) follows from Proposition 1.5.

The proof of the theorem is now complete.

2* Regular self-injective rings* We say that a ring 12 is right
self-injective if 12 is injective as a right 12-module. The main result
in this section (Theorem 2.1) is a characterization of regular rings,
which are right self-injective. In the commutative case, R.S. Pierce
[7, Th. 24.5, p. 108] has given a sheaf-theoretic proof of a similar
characterization. We give here a ring theoretic proof of the non-
commutative version.

THEOREM 2.1 For any regular ring R with MRQ ring Q the
following statements are equivalent:
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(a) R is right self-injective
(b) Every FGNS right R-module is R-projective
(c) QR is R-projective.

Proof. (a) implies ( b). Let MR be a FGNS right iϋ-module and
0 —* KR —+ FR—> MR —* 0 an exact sequence with FR free of finite rank.
By Lemma 1.2 (b) KR is closed in FR and since i ^ is injective the
above sequence splits: MR is i?-projective.

(b) implies (c) . Let MR be any FGNS right i?-module. From
(b) and [1, Chapter I, Th. 2.2] there exists finitely generated free
jβ-module FR such that FR~ MR® BR and hence F® Q ~ (Λf <g) Q) φ
(£ (g) Q). Now Z(Λf (g) Q) - (0) follows from the fact that Z(F<g) Q) =
(0), as Z(Q) = (0). We thus have (a) of Theorem 1.6 and hence (R: q)
is EFG for each q e Q. Since R is regular, (R: q) = {re R\qre R) =
R for all q e Q and hence q e R, all q e Q so that R = Q and QΛ = RR

is i?-projective.
( c) implies ( a). Since ϋ^ is a cyclic (finitely generated) submodule

of a protective i?-module QR over a regular ring R, it follows by
Kaplansky's Lemma 4, [4, p. 376] that RR is a direct summand of QB,
hence .B = Q, as i?^ is large in QR and thus R is right self-injective,
as Q is [5, Corollary, p. 107],

The proof of the theorem is now complete.

REMARKS. (1) if R is any regular ring which is not right self-
injective and if Q is its MRQ ring, it follows from Theorem 2.1 above,
that Z(Q &)R Q) Φ (0). The (weak) direct sum of infinitely many copies
of a field together with the identity is such a ring with maximal
(two-sided) quotient ring the direct product of the same copies of the
field.

(2) The condition that R be regular, in Theorem 2.1, cannot be
dropped. If R is a commutative integral domain with Q its field of
quotients, then R — Q if and only if QR is projective; this, however,
is not the case if R is an arbitrary (not regular) nonsingular ring.
For example the complete ring of 2 x 2 matrices over a division ring
is the maximal (two-sided) quotient ring of the subring of upper
triangular matrices and it is right and left projective over the latter.

We next proceed to characterize those rings with singular right
ideal zero over which every FGNS right module is projective. First
the following lemma:

LEMMA 2.2. If R is a ring with Z(RR) = (0) and MRQ ring Q,
then every FGNS right R-module M can be embedded in a finitely
generated free right Q-module FQ.
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Proof. Set BQ = M ® Q, a finitely generated right Q-module and
let FQ —> BQ —> 0 be an exact sequence with i^ρ free of finite rank.
As FQ is Q-injective (since QQ is) and Z(B/Z(BQ)) = (0) by [3, Prop.
2.3, p. 270] it follows that B = Z(B) <g) C where C is isomorphic to a
direct summand of FQ [9, Th. 2.10, p. 119]. Now the sequence 0 —>
M-+M®Q = B is exact [8, Prop. 2.2, 117] and since Mf)Z(B) = (0)
the sequence 0—>ikf—>C is exact. Since C Q FQ the last monomor-
phism is the sought embedding.

THEOREM 2.3. For a ring R the following are equivalent:

( a) Z(RR) = (0) and every FGNS right R-module MR is projective.
( b) R is right semi-hereditary, QR is flat and Z(Q ®R Q) = (0).

Proof, ( a ) implies ( b ) . i? is clearly right semi-hereditary and
Q is flat as a right jβ-module since it is the direct limit of its finitely
generated right .R-submodules, each one projective by (a). Finally
Z(Q(g)RQ) = (0) as in (b) implies (c) of Theorem 2.1.

( b ) implies ( a ) . Z(RR) — (0) since R is right semi-hereditary.
Now let MR be a FGNS right i?-module. By Lemma 2.2 we may
consider M a submodule of some FQ, free Q-module of finite rank.
Since QR is flat it follows that FQ is flat as a right iϋ-module and thus
MR is flat since submodules of flat modules are flat over a semi-
hereditary ring (i.e., WGD(R) ίg 1). We may conclude that MR is
projective if we show that M 0 Q is projective as a right Q-module
[9, Th. 2.8, p. 228], To this end consider an exact sequence 0 —*KR —>
GB—*MB-+0 with GR free of finite rank. Since RQ is also flat [2,
Th. 2.1, Rks. (ii)] we obtain the exact sequence 0—+ K® Q ~^G®Q—»
M ® Q -* 0, which splits since Z{M® Q) = (0) and G®Q = GQ is a
Q-free module, which is Q-injective being of finite rank.

An obvious corollary of the last theorem is the well-known charac-
terization of a Priifer domain as an integral domain over which every
finitely generated torsion-free module is projective.

The final result in this paper is a characterization of semi-simplicity
of the MRQ ring of a right hereditary [1] ring. First a lemma:

LEMMA 2.4. Let R be a ring with Z(RR) = (0), its MRQ ring Q
and the property that every closed right ideal of R is EFG. If BQ

is any right ideal of Q, then (R Π BQ)Q = BQ.

Proof. Obviously (B Π R)Q S B. Let qeB; then qQ = eQ for
some β2 = eeQ is a closed right ideal of Q and hence qQ Π R is a
closed right ideal of R, [11, Th. 2, p. 7] hence EFG. In particular
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(qQ ΓΊ R)Q = fQ,f* = fe Q, is Q-injective and since (qQ n R)Q S tfQ,
it is a direct summand of gQ. But (qQ (Ί i?)Q is a large right j? —
(Q-) submodule of qQ, so that (qQ f) R)Q = qQ. Since qQ f] R Q B f] R
we have qQ = (qQ Π i?)Q S (JB Π -R)Q and hence g 6 (B (Ί #)Q. We have
BQ(Bn R)Q.

THEOREM 2.5. Suppose R is a right hereditary ring and Q its
MRQ ring. The following are equivalent:

( a) Q is semi-simple.
(b)

Proof. ( a) implies ( b). Every Q-module is Q-projective [1, p. 11]
hence nonsingular as Z(Q) = (0); we have Z(Q§ξ)RQ) = (0).

(b) implies (a) . By Remark (ii), Theorem 2.1, [2], Z(RR) = (0)
and ^Q is flat. Now (b) gives that every closed right ideal of R is
EFG as a special case of Theorem 1.6 (d). We next show that Q is
right hereditary and hence semi-simple by Osofsky's result [6]. Indeed,
if Bq is any right ideal of Q then / = B Π R is a right ideal of R,
hence iϋ-projective. Thus there exists a free i2-module FR such that
FR~IR@ AR and hence F® Q = [J® Q] 0 [A (g) Q]. Since F ® Q is
a Q-free (isomorphic to) module, it follows that 7® Q is Q-projective.
Since ^Q is flat, we have 7® Q = IQ [5, Prop. 1, p. 132] and hence BQ

is Q-projective follows from Lemma 2.2, above, as BQ = (BπR)Q = IQ*
This paper is based on a portion of the author's doctoral disser-

tation at the University of Wisconsin. The author is deeply indebted
to Professor F. L. Sandomierski, his advisor, for supplying many of
the ideas included here.
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